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Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
4-3-16 5:30am 30 minutes Flor Salas VITA

Issue:

INCOME TAX 2016

VITA is a non profit organization that helps people to prepare income tax returns at no 
cost, depending on the income status of the indivual.  We talked about the different 
locations, and time schedules to make it easy for anyone to prepare and correctly return 
thieir information for a better process in the income tax season.  How to maximize the 
returns including the new rules, laws, and other important details.



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Karla Arevalo

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
4-10-16 5:30am 30 minutes Dr. Carlos Cardenas Women’s Health

Issue: 

DIABETIS 
One of the most serious problems facing the Mexican American Community is DIABETES, type 
one and type 2.  Many problems with obesity, and lack of physical exercise combined with a diet 
that includes too much sugar and starches, are the main factors contributing to a high number of 
our population with this serious disease.  The Guest talked about solutions, and the importance 
of staying on a health diet, and proper medications.



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
4-17-16 5:30am 30 minutes Irene Haggen                         AMED

Issue:

EMPODERAMIENTO DE LA MUJER LATINA EN USA
This program deals with the empowerment of women in the community.  How to find 
employment opportunities while still being involved as the head of household, mother, chofer, 
and all the jobs a woman has to do on a daily basis.  Women can now network to help each 
other with ideas on family management, and success in the real world today.



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Karla Arevalo

Date Time Duration Guest           Organizatio
4-24-16 5:30am 30 minutes Abogada Leticia Immigration

Issue: 

INMIGRATION TODAY:
The most important topic to the Mexican Immigrant is of course, IMMIGRATION REFORM, and 
how to prepare for citizenship of the United States.  There are many legal ways to qualify for 
legal residency, and ultimately full-citizenship.  Our guest knows the law, and the many 
opportunities available to all.



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
5-1-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONYMOUS:
Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our community.  Alcoholism exists in 
many levels, and affects the whole family in different ways.  Some alcoholics are able to 
function at work, and some are almost unable to live without a drink of liquor.  All the 
alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many locations for meetings all over town.  
The first thing that must be done, is to admit to oneself of the problems, and the 
willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have been “DRY” for many years, 
and have never had another drink, and some take a few beers, but are still better for 
participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
5-8-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONIMUS:

Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our community.  Alcoholism exists in 
many levels, and affects the whole family in different ways.  Some alcoholics are able to 
function at work, and some are almost unable to live without a drink of liquor.  All the 
alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many locations for meetings all over town.  
The first thing that must be done, is to admit to oneself of the problems, and the 
willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have been “DRY” for many years, 
and have never had another drink, and some take a few beers, but are still better for 
participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
5-15-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONIMUS:
Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our community.  Alcoholism exists in 
many levels, and affects the whole family in different ways.  Some alcoholics are able to 
function at work, and some are almost unable to live without a drink of liquor.  All the 
alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many locations for meetings all over town.  
The first thing that must be done, is to admit to oneself of the problems, and the 
willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have been “DRY” for many years, 
and have never had another drink, and some take a few beers, but are still better for 
participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
5-22-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONIMUS:
Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our community.  Alcoholism exists in 
many levels, and affects the whole family in different ways.  Some alcoholics are able to 
function at work, and some are almost unable to live without a drink of liquor.  All the 
alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many locations for meetings all over town.  
The first thing that must be done, is to admit to oneself of the problems, and the 
willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have been “DRY” for many years, 
and have never had another drink, and some take a few beers, but are still better for 
participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
5-29-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONYMUS: Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our 
community.  Alcoholism exists in many levels, and affects the whole family in different 
ways.  Some alcoholics are able to function at work, and some are almost unable to live 
without a drink of liquor.  All the alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many 
locations for meetings all over town.  The first thing that must be done, is to admit to 
oneself of the problems, and the willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have 
been “DRY” for many years, and have never had another drink, and some take a few 
beers, but are still better for participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody 
needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
6-12-16 5:30am 30 minutes Diana Gonzalez Auction for a Cause

Issue:

RON ROBERTSON AUCTION:
Auction for a Cause is an event where people can donate to help various organizations 
that help the needy in the community.  A portion of the profits from the AUCTION of all 
cars, trucks, and other vehicles are donated to groups that help homeless, children, 
women, veterans, and many other organizations.



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
6-19-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONIMUS: Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our 
community.  Alcoholism exists in many levels, and affects the whole family in different 
ways.  Some alcoholics are able to function at work, and some are almost unable to live 
without a drink of liquor.  All the alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many 
locations for meetings all over town.  The first thing that must be done, is to admit to 
oneself of the problems, and the willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have 
been “DRY” for many years, and have never had another drink, and some take a few 
beers, but are still better for participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody 
needs to know your name!



Program: LA VOZ DE SAN ANTONIO

DJ: Alberto Alegre

Date Time Duration Guest           Organization 
6-26-16 5:30am 30 minutes Anonymous AA

Issue:

ALCOHOILICS ANONIMUS: Alcoholism is one of the most prevalent illnesses in our 
community.  Alcoholism exists in many levels, and affects the whole family in different 
ways.  Some alcoholics are able to function at work, and some are almost unable to live 
without a drink of liquor.  All the alcoholics are welcome to visit one of the many 
locations for meetings all over town.  The first thing that must be done, is to admit to 
oneself of the problems, and the willingness to overcome.  Some former alcoholics have 
been “DRY” for many years, and have never had another drink, and some take a few 
beers, but are still better for participating with Alcoholics Anonymous, and nobody 
needs to know your name!


